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We discuss aspects of excited initial states in inflationary cosmology.
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Humanity has pondered the history and structure of our universe long
before the tools were developed to study the subject as a precision science
[57]. As the physics of general relativity and theory of nucleosynthesis were
developed [11, 41, 60, 62, 79] a general picture began to emerge of a universe
which was hot at early times, but cooled as space expanded. This basic picture
may be formulated as the standard model of cosmology, which states that an
early phase of radiation dominated physics lead to a phase dominated by cold
dark matter [56, 79]. There is an additional phase which began at very recent
times which is dominated by dark energy [58]. It would not be until the early
2000s that precision statements about the parameters of the standard model
of cosmology could be made using data from the full sky observations of the
cosmic microwave background [32, 36, 44, 72, 74].
It is desirable to understand what physics sets these parameters to have
the observed values. The leading paradigm which is capable of explaining the
origin of these values is the theory of cosmological inflation [49, 61]. Originally
proposed as a way of solving certain cosmological puzzles that arise in big
bang cosmology [48, 56], cosmological inflation has provided a framework in
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which the tools of quantum field theory may be used to precisely calculate the
cosmological parameters [8, 80, 81, 83].
Cosmological inflation is special in that it is a period of accelerated
expansion of space. Einstein’s theory of General Relativity dictates that in
order for there to be an accelerated expansion of space, the energy density
occupying that space must be approximately constant. We know that this
type of accelerated expansion is possible, because our universe is undergoing
a similar type of accelerated expansion today due to dark energy [78].
Our current understanding of the universe is therefore that there was
an initial accelerated expansion phase during cosmological inflation, a period
of a decelerated expansion due to radiation domination, a period of decelerated
expansion due to matter domination and we have now entered a new period
of accelerated expansion due to dark energy domination.
We will review the cosmological puzzles and the microscopic descrip-
tion of cosmological inflation in a more quantitative way in the next section.
However, it is worth asking if we can ever know what type of phase came
before cosmological inflation. Since the cosmic microwave background is the
oldest signal which we can observe at present, the question becomes if it is pos-
sible to look for imprints of pre-inflationary physics in the cosmic microwave
background.
We will show that pre-inflationary signatures are unlikely to comprise
the observable cosmic microwave background and therefore we may not probe
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pre-inflationary physics. The types of signatures that would necessarily be
associated with pre-inflationary physics are too violent to be consistent with
observation.
To describe the evolution of cosmological perturbations during the in-
flationary era we will utilize the well developed framework of quantum field
theory in curved spacetime [20, 67, 70]. Despite having a theoretical formal-
ism allowing us to write down models and make predictions, there are basic
facts about inflation which are still largely unknown. How inflation came to be
within our universe is not known [34, 50, 55, 84]. Furthermore, the duration
of inflation has not been well understood [27, 33, 75]. It has been proposed
that the transition to inflation may explain observed anomalies in the cosmic
microwave background (CMB) if the duration of inflation is not too long [28].
For a discussion of this perspective see [27, 28]. It is within this context that we
will show pre-inflationary physics is too violent to be consistent with current
observations.
In sections 1.1 and 1.2 we will review the basic motivation and frame-
work of inflationary cosmology. In chapter 2 we will review cosmological per-
turbation theory and discuss how to compute cosmological observables from
the microscopic theory. We will discuss inflationary excited states and how
cosmological observables are modified by their presence in chapter 3. We addi-
tionally will present bounds on the amplitude of excitation which follow from
observational consistency. The mechanism of equation of state transitions for
generating excited initial states will be discussed in chapter 4. The bounds
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on excitation amplitude will be mapped to bounds on the parameters of the
transition. In chapter 5, we conclude.
1.1 Cosmological inflation - cosmological puzzles
There are two generic cosmological puzzles within the framework of
standard cosmology which inflation is capable of explaining. One of the puzzles
is related to the observed flatness of the universe and is typically referred to as
the flatness problem. The other puzzle is related to the observed uniformity of
the universe on large scales and is typically referred to as the horizon problem.
An important result is how different components of the universe redshift
with the expansion of the universe. The conservation of energy which may be
derived from the Einstein field equations takes the form
ρ̇+ 3Hρ (1 + w) = 0. (1.1)
We have introduced the energy density of the fluid, ρ, the Hubble parameter,
H, and the equation of state parameter, w = P/ρ, where P is the pressure
of the fluid. For dark energy (wΛ ≈ −1) the energy density is approximately
constant. For radiation (wrad = 1/3), energy density redshifts as a
−4. For
matter (wmatt = 0), energy density redshifts as a
−3.
To discuss the flatness puzzle more quantitatively, note that in the
presence of 3-curvature the relationship between energy density and geometry







We have introduced the reduced Planck mass, M2P = (8πGN)
−1 ≈ (2.4× 1018 GeV)2,
and the curvature parameter kG which may take on any value. If we expand
the energy density into the components of radiation, matter and dark energy















































In the last line we have chosen to write all time dependence explicitly in terms
of the scale factor and the Hubble parameter. In this chapter the 0 subscript
denotes the value of the quantity today.
It is customary to rewrite the constant ratio of energy densities in terms







































A consistency relation is obtained if we evaluate this expression today,
Ωcurv,0 = 1− ΩΛ,0 − Ωmatt,0 − Ωrad,0. (1.6)
The Planck collaboration [3] has bounded the curvature density param-
eter using the consistency relation (1.6)
Ωcurv,0 = 0.0008
+0.0040
−0.0039 (95%,Planck TT+lowP+lensing+BAO). (1.7)
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This implies that the geometry of our universe is consistent with that of a flat
universe. The non-vanishing density parameters have been determined to be
[3]
Ωrad,0 ≈ 9× 10−5, Ωmatt,0 ≈ 0.3089, ΩΛ ≈ 0.6911. (1.8)
Exponential expansion during inflation helps explain why the geome-
try of our universe is consistent with the geometry of a flat universe. If the
curvature density parameter prior to the onset of inflation is given by Ωcurv,init,























We have approximated the universe after inflation to be radiation dominated
and then matter dominated after matter-radiation equality. We have intro-
duced Nrad = log (aeq/aend) to be the number of efolds between the end of
inflation and matter-radiation equality. The number of efolds between matter-
radiation equality and today is denoted by Nmatt = log (a0/aeq) ≈ 8 [62]. We
have introduced Ntot = log (aend/ainit) to denote the total number of efolds of
inflation. We see that if the amount of expansion during inflation is greater
than amount of expansion after inflation the curvature density parameter will
be exponentially suppressed.
The horizon problem is the recognition that points in the sky which are
causally disconnected at recombination are very uniform. Consider a mode
6
which is of the order the horizon size today, khor ≈ a0H0. At the end of














= e−Nrad−Nmatt/2  1. (1.10)
In order to allow the mode to be within the horizon before the end of inflation,
there must be at least (Nrad + Nmatt/2) efolds of inflationary expansion to
compensate the post-inflationary expansion. This is similar to the conclusion
discussed for solving the flatness problem.
Before leaving this section we will provide an estimate for a lower bound
on the duration of inflation if the energy scale of inflation is known.
How many efolds are there between when a mode k∗ = a∗H∗ exits the
horizon during inflation and the end of inflation assuming that reheating after




































This may be simplified by noting that Heq ≈ (1.6× 105)H0 ≈ 9.6× 10−56MP
and that 3M2PH
2 = ρ. The number of inflationary efolds from the time the



















Figure 1.1 shows the dependence of the duration on the energy density at the
end of inflation. For perspective, note that it takes (∆N)CMB ≈ log(3000) ≈ 8
7
efolds for all of the modes comprising the observable cosmic microwave back-
ground to exit the horizon during inflation.





























Figure 1.1: The number of inflationary efolds between horizon exit for the
mode k∗ = a0H0 and the end of inflation for various inflationary energy scales.
1.2 Cosmological inflation - microscopic description
The simplest theory for inflation that is consistent with observational













We remind the reader that we are using the reduced Planck mass, M2P =
(8πGN)
−1 ≈ (2.4× 1018 GeV)2. Here RS is the Ricci scalar, V is the potential
energy of the inflaton field and (∂φ)2 denotes the usual gµν∂µφ ∂νφ. The form
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of the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker metric that we will use is given by
ds2 = −dt2 + a(t)2dx2, ȧ(t) = H(t)a(t), (1.14)
where a(t) is the cosmic scale factor, H(t) is the Hubble parameter and t is
the cosmic time.
We would like to study the connection between the expansion of the
universe and the microscopic description of inflation. In order to do so, we
need to explicitly write the Einstein field equations. We will first write these
equations and then proceed to interpret them.
The Einstein field equations are given as a relation between the Einstein
tensor Gµν and the stress-energy tensor Tµν [24],
M2PGµν = Tµν . (1.15)
For the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker metric, the Einstein tensor has the non-
zero components
G00 = 3H





The stress-energy tensor for a perfect fluid has the non-zero components
T00 = ρ and Tij = a
2Pδij. (1.17)
We have introduced the energy density ρ and pressure P of the fluid. In terms
of an inflaton field φ, which is approximately homogeneous, ρ = K + V and
P = K − V . The kinetic energy is K = φ̇2/2 and V is the potential energy of
the inflaton field.
9
The Einstein equations are given as



















(1 + w) = εH . (1.19)
We have introduced the equation of state parameter w = P/ρ and the slow-
roll parameter εH . There is another definition of the slow-roll parameter,
εφ = 3K/ρ, however this is usually equal to εH so we refer to both as the
slow-roll parameter ε = εH = εφ.
We may rewrite Ḣ in terms of ä in order to make a statement about
the expansion of the universe. To obtain an accelerated expansion we require
that the parameter εH be smaller than unity,
ä = aH2(1− εH). (1.20)
Therefore to produce accelerated expansion the field dynamics must be such
that |Ḣ|  H2, or equivalently Kφ  ρ. This corresponds to an equation of
state parameter which is less than −1/3.
The inflaton field excursion during a given number of e-folds may be
easily computed as a function of the slow-roll parameter. After changing vari-
























For a constant inflationary slow-roll parameter of εφ ≈ 10−4, 8 efolds of infla-




Metric perturbations encode information about the physics describing
the very early universe. The cosmic microwave background contains signatures
from those metric perturbations allowing us to infer the statistical properties
of the primordial fluctuations.
We will introduce the perturbed Friedmann-Robertson-Walker metric
explicitly in section 2.1 and discuss a convenient gauge to use for the pertur-
bations to the metric in sections 2.2 and 2.3. We will discuss the second and
third order action for the scalar and tensor perturbations to the Friedmann-
Robertson-Walker metric which will be useful for computing primordial cos-
mological observables in section 2.4. The in-in formalism for computing cos-
mological correlation functions will be reviewed in section 2.5 and applied to
compute the relevant correlation functions which may currently be probed
with observation in section 2.6.
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2.1 Metric perturbations
The unperturbed Friedmann-Robertson-Walker metric has already been
introduced. It is simply given by
ds2 = a2
(
−dτ 2 + dx2
)
. (2.1)











There are in principle scalar, vector and tensor perturbations to the
metric [64]. The vector perturbations quickly redshift in amplitude during
inflation and therefore will be neglected in this study. The tensor perturbations
are gauge-independent, so we will wait to discuss them until the end of this




















We need to gauge fix because there exists many different coordinate systems
capable of describing the same physical spacetime.
The general rules for how quantities change under gauge transforma-
tions will be demonstrated for a generic quantity T . In terms of an expansion
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in background and fluctuations, we expand T as






Here ε̃ denotes a small expansion parameter. Acting with the Lie derivative
allows us to transform the quantity T to T̃
T̃ = eε̃LξT. (2.6)
We match the transformed quantity T̃ and the original quantity T order by




ε̃2δ̃T2+· · · =
[












+· · · .
(2.7)
By inspection it may be seen that correspondence between the transformed
quantities and the original quantities is
ε̃0 : T̃0 = T0
ε̃1 : δ̃T1 = δT1 + Lξ1T0
ε̃2 : δ̃T2 = δT2 + 2Lξ1δT1 + L2ξ1T0 + Lξ2T0
...
. (2.8)
To evaluate the correspondence found in (2.8) more explicitly, we need
to be concrete in showing how the Lie derivative acts on tensor quantities.








i = 0. (2.9)
The i subscript denotes the order of the perturbation. We will only work to
leading order so i will always be equal to 1, but in general one must gauge fix
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at every order. The action of the Lie derivative on scalar, vector and two-index
tensor quantities is then given by contractions of the generating vector with
derivatives and the quantities themselves
(Generating Vector) : ξµi = (α̃i, βi,
µ +γµi ) , ∂kγ
k
i = 0
(scalars) : Lξiϕ = ξλi ϕ,λ
(vectors) : Lξivµ = ξλi vµ,λ + ξαi,µvα
(tensors) : Lξitµν = ξλi tµν,λ + ξλi,νtµλ + ξλi,µtλν
. (2.10)
The transformed metric perturbations are now easily obtained. Con-
sider the (00) component of the perturbed metric. The transformed quantity
is related to the original quantity by
δ̃g00 = δg00 + Lξ1g00 = δg00 + ξλ1 g00,λ + 2ξλ1,0g0λ. (2.11)
Substitution of the generating vector allows us to obtain the transformation
rule for the perturbed metric parameter A to leading order
Ã = A+ α̃1H + α̃′1. (2.12)
We obtain the transformation rules for the perturbed metric parameter B in
a similar fashion. We will first write the transformed (0i) component of the
metric in terms of the original component
δ̃g0i = δg0i + Lξ1g0i = δg0i + ξλ1,ig0λ + ξλ1,0gλi. (2.13)
Substitution of the generating vector yields
B̃ = B − α̃1 + β̃′1. (2.14)
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The behavior of the final two parameters R and E are found by considering
the transformation to the (ij) component of the metric
δ̃gij = δgij + Lξ1gij = δgij + ξλ1 gij,λ + ξλ1,jgiλ + ξλ1,igλj. (2.15)
In terms of R and E we find
R̃δij + Ẽ,ij = Rδij + E,ij − α̃1Hδij + β̃1,ij. (2.16)
At the beginning of this section we said that the tensor perturbation
is gauge-independent. What that means is that the tensor perturbation does
not depend on the choices of α and β in the generating vector,
h̃ij = hij. (2.17)
2.2 Comoving gauge
A particularly useful gauge to work in is the comoving gauge [64, 82].
The comoving curvature perturbation is known to be conserved outside of the
horizon for adiabatic fluctuations, allowing it to encode information from the
inflationary era until horizon re-entry. The comoving curvature perturbation
is best understood as a constraint on the velocity. We will develop this under-
standing in this section and relate it to the microscopic inflaton field dynamics
in the next section.
The four-velocity of matter is defined with respect to the proper time











µ = −1. (2.18)
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The proper time in terms of three-velocity is given by
dτ 2prop = a
2 dτ 2
[











Note we are going to focus on perfect fluids meaning there exists a locally
inertial co-moving frame such that vi is small [82].




(1− A) , ui = 1
a
vi, u0 = −a(1 + A), ui = a(vi +B,i). (2.21)
Lastly, we will need to know how the four-velocity behaves under a gauge
transformation. As before,
δ̃ui = δui + Lξ1ui = δui + ξλ1ui,λ + ξλ1,iuλ. (2.22)
Explicitly in terms of the three-velocity this becomes
˜(vi +B,i) = (vi +B,i)− α̃1,i. (2.23)
Having introduced the four-velocity and shown explicitly how it relates
to metric perturbations and the three-velocity, we are now ready to define the
comoving gauge. The comoving gauge is the coordinate choice corresponding
to vanishing matter three-velocity with respect to spatial coordinates. Explic-
itly we may write
Condition 1: ṽi = 0, Condition 2: ũi = 0. (comoving gauge) (2.24)
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From our expression for the four-velocity (2.21) we immediately obtain that
B̃,i = 0 as well. We can write the conditions in terms of the generating vector
parameters α and β using (2.14) and (2.23). The parameters α̃1,com and β̃1,com
are given by{
α̃1,com,i = (vi +B,i)




α̃1,com = (v +B)
β̃′1,com = α̃1,com −B = v
}
. (2.25)
We have defined a scalar potential v such that vi = δijv,j + v
i
vec, where the
divergence of vivec vanishes.
The scalar curvature perturbation may now be written in the comoving
gauge as
R = R̃com = R− α̃1,comH = R− aH(v +B). (2.26)
There are many forms of R used in the literature which are equivalent to this
form. In the next section we will list these forms and show explicitly their
equivalence.
2.3 Comoving gauge scalar curvature perturbation
There are four commonly used and equivalent forms of the comoving
curvature perturbation which we will show to be equivalent if only a single
field is present. These forms express R explicitly in terms of either the velocity
perturbation v, the metric perturbation A, the inflaton field perturbation δφ or
the Muhkanov-Sasaki variable for the inflaton δQφ. Note, here we will address
the case of a single inflaton field contributing significantly to R. There are
multi-field generalizations which easily follow from similar arguments [39, 43,
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46, 77]. The four forms of R are [64]
R ≡ R̃com =














We will begin by showing the equivalence between the velocity pertur-
bation form and the metric perturbation form. The approach we will take is




It will be useful to recall that from the background Einstein field equations
(1.18) we obtain
(ρ+ P ) = −2M2P Ḣ. (2.29)
We already have introduced the perturbed metric, allowing us to easily obtain
the perturbed Einstein tensor. Likewise, the perturbed four-velocity allows us
to write the perturbed stress-energy tensor if we note that for a perfect fluid






= (−a)(ρ+ P )(v +B). (2.31)
To more easily match the desired form we write








This concludes showing the equivalence between the velocity perturbation form
and the metric perturbation form.
We will now show the equivalence between the velocity perturbation
form and the field perturbation form. To proceed, we write the (0i) component
of the perturbed stress energy tensor in terms of both the velocity perturbation
as well as explicitly for the inflaton field. For the (0i) component we obtain
δT0i = (−a)(ρ+ P )(v,i +B,i) = φ̇δφ,i. (2.33)
The desired form is easily seen by rewriting this as
aH(v +B) = −H
φ̇
δφ. (2.34)
This concludes showing the equivalence between the velocity perturbation form
and the field perturbation form.
The last step is to show the equivalence between the field perturbation
form and the Muhkanov-Sasaki variable form. The Muhkanov-Sasaki variable
is the inflaton field perturbation in the flat gauge. Recall that the general
transformation rule for a four-scalar which has a homogeneous background
component is given by
δ̃φ = δφ+ a α̃ φ̇. (2.35)
The conditions for the flat gauge are that the spatial metric perturbations
vanish,
Condition 1: R̃ = 0, Condition 2: Ẽ = 0. (flat gauge) (2.36)
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It may be easily shown that this implies that the α and β parameters in the




, β̃1,flat = −E. (2.37)
The Muhkanov-Sasaki variable is therefore given by












This concludes our demonstration that the field perturbation form is equivalent
to the Muhkanov-Sasaki variable form.
We have introduced four different forms for the comoving curvature
perturbation which are all equivalent if only a single field is present. For the
remainder of this study we will work directly with the comoving curvature
perturbation itself, beginning with a review of the second and third order
action in the next section.
2.4 R and h action
We have motivated the comoving curvature perturbation and related it
the generic scalar perturbations of the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker metric.
In order to compute cosmological observables we must introduce the action
for the scalar perturbations.
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We will compute two and three point functions of the comoving cur-
vature perturbation, therefore we need the quadratic and cubic action. The
standard derivations of these actions are long and involved [63]. We will not
be using a modification of these actions, so we will simply state the results
and emphasize a redefinition that arises in the cubic action derivation which
is necessary to understand the computation of the scalar bispectrum later in
this study.
The theory that we will take as our starting pointing is still that of













, ds2 = −dt2 + a2dx2. (2.40)
The perturbed quadratic action in terms of the comoving curvature perturba-
tion is given by [63]
SR = −M2P
∫ √
−g ε (∂R)2. (2.41)
We will use this quadratic action to compute the primordial scalar power
spectrum and the bispectrum later in this study.
The cubic action in terms of R is involved to write down and will not
be directly used so reader is directed to see equation (3.9) of [63] if they wish to
see the explicit form. We instead will use a much simpler form by performing
a redefinition of R as originally suggested by [63],
















+ · · · . (2.42)
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The advantage of this form is that the three point function in the bispectrum
computation that we will perform later is greatly simplified.
Primordial tensor modes have not yet been detected. Therefore it is
sufficient to only consider the two point function of tensor perturbations at






This action will be used to compute the primordial tensor power spectrum
later in this study.
2.5 Evaluating correlation functions
In the next section we will relate the cosmological parameters which
are probed by observation to correlation functions of the comoving curvature
perturbation and the tensor perturbation. However, we will first discuss how
one computes correlation functions in cosmology using the in-in formalism.
The in-in formalism is similar to the in-out formalism in usual quantum
field theory [22, 80]. The primary difference is that one considers two asymp-
totically free in states as opposed to an asymptotically free out state. This in
practice means that the unitary operator associated with the ket vacuum takes
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the same form as in the in-out formalism, but the unitary operator associated
with the bra vacuum is switched to an anti-time ordering operator. Explicitly
















Here Hint is the interaction Hamiltonian which may be obtained from a Leg-
endre transformation of the interaction Lagrangian. Just as there are multiple
orders of the interaction Lagrangian (corresponding to the quadratic action,
cubic action, etc...), there are multiple orders of the interaction Hamiltonian.
We have explicitly written the iε prescription to emphasize that we are con-
sidering two asymptotically free in states.
Contributions to the correlation function are obtained by Taylor ex-
panding the exponentials appearing in (2.45). For the purposes of cosmological
observables which may presently be probed observationally, we are interested
in the two and three point correlation functions. The two point function has a
non-vanishing contribution without any insertions of the interaction Hamilto-
nian, but the three point function requires at least one factor of the interaction
Hamiltonian to be non-vanishing. It is possible to organize these expansions
in terms of diagrams, but we will only work at leading order so this machinery
is not necessary.
In the next section we will explicitly compute the correlation functions
relevant for the primordial power spectra and give the current observational
results for the cosmological parameters.
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2.6 Cosmological observables
Cosmological observables are obtained by computing correlation func-
tions of gauge invariant fluctuations. We will work in the comoving gauge.
The quadratic action for the comoving curvature perturbation has already
been introduced and is given by
SR = −M2P
∫ √
−g ε (∂R)2. (2.46)
Likewise, the quadratic action for the tensor perturbations has already been






In order to compute quantum correlation functions we promote the
spatial fields R(~x, t) and hij(~x, t) to operators. The vacuum of lowest energy
density is defined as a zero particle state in Fock space for all momenta values
[67]. Therefore we must Fourier expand the spatial field operators in terms of
creation and annihilation operators for each momentum value. In this chapter
we will discuss only unexcited states, whereas in the next chapter will introduce
excited states.
The comoving curvature perturbation spatial field operator is Fourier








However, we still must relate the momentum space field operator to the cre-
ation and annihilation operators alluded to previously. This is accomplished
by introducing the mode function for the field operator, Rk,














Rk = 0. (2.50)
Usually the ε̇ term is absent from the analysis since in the slow-roll approx-
imation it is assumed to be small. However, we will later study transitions
which have a large (ε̇/Hε) term and therefore we will keep the term. In the
absence of this term the solution of lowest energy density is referred to as the














The normalization of the mode functions is set by the canonical com-
mutation relation. We will verify that the Bunch-Davies solution previously
stated (2.51) is properly normalized. The equal time canonical commutation






|0〉 = i(2π)3δ3 (~x− ~y) with ΠR =
∂L
∂Ṙ
= 2a3 M2P ε Ṙ.
(2.52)
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|0〉 = i(2π)3δ3 (~x− ~y) . (2.53)
At this point it is convenient to recall the commutation relation between cre-










This allows us to obtain the simple expression which is sometimes referred to






Direct substitution of (2.51) verifies this to be true and therefore the solution
is properly normalized.
We will now address the tensor perturbation case. The field operator
may be Fourier expanded in terms of a momentum space field operator similar
to as was done for the comoving curvature perturbation. The only added























Analogously to the comoving curvature perturbation case we may ex-
pand the momentum space field operator in terms of creation and annihilation









The commutation relation satisfied by the creation and annihilation operators



















hsk = 0, (2.59)
Note the absence of the ε̇/ε term which was present for the comoving curvature
perturbation. Later in this study we will show how that term can lead to a
large enhancement of the scalar mode function, but a similar enhancement will
not occur for the tensor fluctuations.















It may be verified using the canonical commutation relation for the tensor
perturbation that this solution is properly normalized.
The scalar power spectrum has been measured to great accuracy, while
the scalar bispectrum and tensor power spectrum have not yet been detected
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[5]. The scalar power spectrum is typically parameterized by an amplitude As


















Similarly, the tensor power spectrum is parameterized by the ratio r of its
































fNL [PR(k1)PR(k2) + PR(k2)PR(k3) + PR(k3)PR(k1)] . (2.64)
Three shape templates which are useful for reporting observational results
[2, 4, 19] are the equilateral template (k1 ≈ k2 ≈ k3), the folded template
(k1 ≈ k2 ≈ k3/2) and the local template (k1 ≈ k2  k3 in the squeezed limit).
A linear combination of the equilateral and folded template is used as opposed
to the folded template alone in order to report three statistically independent
fNL values [76]. These bispectrum templates are related to their corresponding
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f locNL [PR(kS)PR(kL)] .
(2.66)
In the local squeezed limit it is customary to introduce kS for the short wave-
length mode and kL for the long wavelength mode.
We have summarized the experimentally determined values for the pa-
rameters introduced above in Table 2.1.
Scalar Power Spectrum Scalar Bispectrum Tensor Power Spectrum
ln (1010As) = 3.094± 0.034 (1σ) f locNL = 0.8± 5 (1σ) r < 0.09 (2σ)
ns = 0.9645± 0.0049 (1σ) f equilNL = −4± 43 (1σ) nt = −r/8 (assumed)
f orthoNL = −26± 21 (1σ)
Table 2.1: Cosmological parameters as measured by Planck
TT+TE+EE+lowP [1, 3, 4, 5]. The pivot scale used by the Planck ex-
periment is k∗ = 0.05 Mpc
−1. The tensor-to-scalar ratio is combined with
data from BICEP2/KECK array [6]. The assumed form of the tensor
tilt nt follows from the predictions of single field slow-roll inflation with
Bunch-Davies mode functions. Future generations of experiments will be able
to significantly improve the precision of these measurements [12, 29, 54, 73].
Given the Bunch-Davies solutions previously introduced we may com-
pute analytical expressions for the cosmological parameters. The predictions














(1− ns), r = 16ε, nt = −r/8. (2.68)
We have not discussed in detail how one computes the primordial scalar bis-
pectrum from the redefined cubic action for R. We will give more details of
this computation when we compute the f locNL parameter for the case of a non-
Bunch-Davies solution later in this study. We will only use the local limit fNL
parameter since it is the most precisely measured template. In particular, we
will describe how the observational limit on f locNL translates into a bound on




Primordial observables depend both which degrees of freedom in the
correlation function and the state which those operators are in. Typically,
predictions for primordial observables are given assuming that the operators
occupy the state of lowest energy density. For the scalar fluctuations this state
is termed the Bunch-Davies state [67]. A similar statement holds for tensor
fluctuations.
We will begin by reviewing some properties and notation associated
with Bogoliubov transformations in section 3.1. We will present how excited
states modify the parameters characterizing the scalar power spectrum and the
tensor power spectrum in section 3.2. The scalar bispectrum will be computed
for excited states in section 3.3. A summary of how observables are changed
by the presence of excited states is presented in section 3.4. We bound the
amplitude of scalar fluctuation excitations in section 3.5.1
1Some of the results in this chapter are based on [13, 14, 15].
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3.1 Bogoliubov transformations
We will consider states with non-zero occupation number which are
termed Bogoliubov excited states. There is no reason a priori to assume
that the occupation number for the scalar and tensor perturbations are zero
in the early universe. We express both the mode functions and the cre-
ation/annihilation operators as a Bogoliubov transformation such that the






i~k·~x with R̂~k,excited = R̂~k,BD. (3.1)
We have introduced









A similar expression holds for the tensor fluctuations.
By making the ansatz that the excited mode functions are a linear
combination of the Bunch-Davies mode functions, we may use the condi-
tion that R̂~k,excited = R̂~k,BD to express both the mode functions and the cre-
ation/annihilation operators as

































 (αk Rk,BD + βk R∗k,BD) (α∗k â†~k,BD − β∗k â−~k,BD)
+
(
α∗k R∗k,BD + β∗k Rk,BD
) (











For the case of the tensor fluctuations the appropriate condition is that |α̃sk|2−
|β̃sk|2 = 1.
Satisfying the canonical commutation relation in the unexcited vacuum






|0〉BD = i(2π)3δ3 (~x− ~y) with ΠR =
∂L
∂Ṙ
= 2a3 M2P ε Ṙ.
(3.8)
We may Fourier expand both R and Ṙ allowing us to reduce the commutator
to a commutator of creation and annihilation operators. We have previously
done this for the unexcited operator, showing that the mode function Rk,BD
satisfies the canonical commutation condition. Using (3.7) we may easily verify
that the excited mode functions will satisfy the canonical commutation relation















= i(2π)3δ3 (~x− ~y)
. (3.9)
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= i(2π)3δ3 (~x− ~y)
.
(3.10)
Comparison with (2.53) verifies that we require |αk|2 − |βk|2 = 1. A similar
argument may be made for the tensor perturbation normalization condition.
The relationship between particle occupation number and the Bogoli-
ubov coefficients may be made explicit by considering the number operator.
The occupation number is the expectation value of the excited number oper-
ator acting on the unexcited vacuum [10, 22, 67],




We may expand the excited operators in terms of the unexcited operators (3.4)














Therefore we see that the Bogoliubov parameter |βk|2 is a measure of the
particle occupation number.
3.2 Scalar and tensor power spectrum corrections
We will compute the power spectrum and bispectrum in the presence
of excited states in order to see how excited states change the cosmological
parameters we discussed in section 2.6. The scalar power spectrum has been
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computed for the case of the Bunch-Davies vacuum (2.61). The computa-
tion is analogous for the case of non-Bunch-Davies (NBD) vacua that we are
considering here. We would like to express the late time power spectrum for
excited states in terms of the late time power spectrum for the Bunch-Davies
vacuum to see the deviation from the usual prediction. Both the power spec-
trum amplitude As and the spectral index ns are modified by the presence of
excited states.
We will begin by computing the correction to the power spectrum am-
plitude As. The approach will be to study the relationship between the excited








We may expand the excited mode function in terms of the Bunch-Davies mode














At late times, the terms in the Bunch-Davies mode functions of the form
(k/aH) vanish. Therefore at late times Rk,BD,late = R∗k,BD,late and we may
write
|Rk,excited,late|2 = |Rk,BD,late|2|αk∗ + βk∗|2. (3.15)
This implies that we may express the change in power spectrum amplitude by
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a multiplicative factor which is positive definite,
As,excited = As,BD |αk∗ + βk∗|2. (3.16)
We remind the reader that k∗ corresponds to the pivot scale as was discussed
in section 2.6.
The change in the scalar spectral index ns due to the presence of excited
states will turn out to be an additive correction as opposed to a multiplicative
correction. Explicitly we have







d ln |αk + βk|2
d ln k
. (3.17)
We will bound |αk + βk| using these expressions for As and ns in section 3.5.
Similar arguments to those made for the scalar power spectrum apply
to the tensor power spectrum. The correction to the amplitude is given by
(rexcited As,excited) = (rBD As,BD) |α̃k∗ + β̃k∗|2. (3.18)
In principle the two helicities need not be excited by the same amount. There
are examples where this is the case [18, 35, 38, 37, 68, 69, 85]. However, we
will assume that α̃sk ≈ α̃k and β̃sk ≈ β̃k as was done in [14]. It is immediately

















Since we have not observed primordial tensor excitations directly nor indi-
rectly, it is difficult to constrain the parameters α̃k and β̃k. We will primarily
be interested in scalar observables since there are physical mechanisms which
easily excite scalar fluctuations while leaving tensor fluctuations unexcited as
we have discussed in section 2.4. However, if the primordial tensor spectrum
is eventually observed the corrections to these quantities may play a role.
3.3 Scalar bispectrum corrections
In this section we will compute the scalar bispectrum and present the
corrections to the f locNL parameter due to the presence of excited initial states.
Historically, non-gaussianity was thought to be a suitable way to probe for
the existence of excited initial states [9, 26, 42, 45, 51, 65]. However, bounds
from scale invariance and backreaction considerations have subsequently shown
that the enhancement to the local squeezed limit f locNL is not substantial [13,
40, 47] for the usual single field model which we have discussed thus far.
We will present the bound on the excitation amplitude which arises from the
observational bound on f locNL in section 3.5.
3.3.1 Motivation and setup
As discussed earlier in section 2.4, the cubic action for R is unwieldy
and makes the computation of the three point function of R difficult. It is
advantageous to instead use a redefined variable Rc as first emphasized by
[63]. The difference between the three point function of R and the three
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point function of Rc takes the form of a product of two point functions of
R. Therefore we trade the computationally hard problem of 〈R3〉 for the
computationally easy problem of 〈R3c〉 and 〈R2〉.









We will proceed by computing each piece individually in sections 3.3.2 and
3.3.3. The total three point function will be presented in section 3.3.4 in order
to discuss observable templates in section 3.3.5.
3.3.2 Shifted three point function

















From a Legendre transformation of the relevant interaction Lagrangian we
obtain the relevant interaction Hamiltonian. There are two non-vanishing
leading order contributions to the shifted scalar fluctuation three point func-
tion. There is the contribution arising from expanding the unitary operator
on the left and the contribution from expanding the unitary operator on the
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−∞ dt1 H(t1)]|0〉 ≈ 2Re [right insertion result] .
(3.23)
The first step of the computation is to Fourier expand the relevant field












Expanding the exponential on the right in (3.23) allows us to compute the
momentum space three point function. We obtain the following expression












This simplified form is obtained after rewriting the propagators in terms of








The internal spatial coordinate integral gave rise to the momentum conserving
delta function. The parameter Cext contains the internal time integral as well





























We will explicitly expand the mode functions in terms of the Bogoliubov





















































The external leg mode functions are evaluated at late time since we eventually
take kτ → 0 at the end of the calculation. The internal mode functions are
integrated from τ2 → −∞ to τ2 → τ , so there is no such simplification.












































We have shifted R to simplify the cubic action as [63]





































This schematically results in a shift of the form R = Rc +λR2c + · · · . We may





























We have already expanded the excited state two point function in terms of the
Bunch-Davies two point function. Plugging in the late time mode functions




































To make the expression more compatible with the Rc three point function we










































We may express this in a more convenient form which enables us to combine













































3.3.4 Three point function
Having computed the shifted three point function and the term arising
from the redefinition of R, we may now add them together to obtain the three






























































































For the case of the Bunch-Davies state this result simplifies to
ABDk1,k2,k3 =
2ε



























We have presented the solution for the three point function of the co-
moving curvature perturbation in the presence of excited states. Usually spe-
cific configurations of momentum are considered which allow us to discuss an
amplitude of the three-point function. In the next section we will revisit the
connection between the bispectrum and the fNL parameter first introduced in
section 2.6.
3.3.5 Bispectrum templates
The bispectrum is closely related to the momentum space three point




~k1 + ~k2 + ~k3
)
Bk1,k2,k3 . (3.43)
Having computed the momentum space three point function (3.38), we may












There is a momentum independent amplitude associated with the three




fNL [PR(k1)PR(k2) + PR(k2)PR(k3) + PR(k3)PR(k1)] . (3.45)
Observational bounds on non-gaussianity are reported as bounds on the size
of fNL for a given configuration of momentum [4].
Different momenta configurations correspond to different shape limits
which are reported from experimental searches. The three templates which are
commonly used [19] are the local squeezed limit (k1 ≈ k2  k3), the equilateral
limit (k1 ≈ k2 ≈ k3) and the folded limit (k1 ≈ k2 ≈ k3/2). Instead of the
folded limit, a linear combination of the folded limit and the equilateral limit
is typically used [4]. This template is referred to as the orthogonal template
[76]. We will compute f locNL since it is the most precisely measured of the three
commonly used templates.
3.3.5.1 Local squeezed limit
The local squeezed limit (k1 ≈ k2 ≈ k  k3) bispectrum has dominant
contributions from terms which include the small momentum k3 in the denom-
inator. It is customary to refer to the short wavelength mode as kS and the




f locNL [PR(kS)PR(kL)] . (3.46)
We begin by computing the squeezed limit non-gaussianity for the case
of the Bunch-Davies state which was already presented in (2.68). The form of
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S (−2η + ε+ ε) = k3S(−2η + 4ε) (3.47)
This may be written in terms of the scalar spectral index by recalling that













The power spectra product that enters into formula (3.46) relating the bispec-













Therefore the squeezed limit f locNL for the Bunch-Davies state is verified to be










We will now compute the expression for the local squeezed limit fNL
for the case of excited states to see how it compares to the expression we
computed for the Bunch-Davies case. The dominant contributions to M lockS,kL
and N lockS,kL for the excited state case are
M lockS,kL ≈ 2
αkSβkS(αkL − βkL)
kL









The term in AlockS,kL proportional to M
loc
kS,kL
will be the dominant term due to














)Re [αkSβkS (αkL − βkL)] . (3.53)
We may substitute the expression for Asqk,k3 into the bispectrum formula














)Re [αkSβkS (αkL − βkL)] . (3.54)
The power spectrum product that the bispectrum must be divided by now has
additional multiplicative factors since the power spectra themselves correspond
to excited states
PR(kS)PR(kL) =






























(αkS + βkS)(αkL + βkL)
Re [αkSβkS (αkL − βkL)] .
(3.56)
This result may be made more illuminating by considering the limit
of small |βk|. In this case αk ≈ 1 since the normalization condition requires
that |αk| =
√
1− |βk|2. The simplified expression for the case of small |βk| is









Re [βkS ] . (3.57)
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3.4 Summary of corrections
We have shown how the presence of excited initial states modify the
cosmological parameters introduced in section 2.6. In summary we have found
As = As,BD|αk∗ + βk∗ |2, ns = ns,BD +






, nt = nt,BD +















(αkS + βkS)(αkL + βkL)
Re [αkSβkS (αkL − βkL)] . (3.60)
In the next section, we will discuss how observational consistency with the
values reported in Table 2.1 allows us to bound the amplitude of excitation.
3.5 Bounds on excitation amplitude
We present the bounds arising from backreaction considerations for
different functional forms of Bogoliubov excitations and show that the limits
are similar. While previous studies have applied the backreaction bound for
a nearly scale invariant spectrum of excitations [13, 14, 40], we revisit this
computation and extend it to other functional forms of excitations. Bounds
that arise from the measurement of ns and the observational limits on f
loc
NL
turn out to be weaker than the bounds that are obtained from backreaction
considerations.
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In section 3.5.1 we will present the bounds that arise from backreaction
considerations. In section 3.5.2 we will present the bounds that arise from the
measurement of ns. In section 3.5.3 we present the bounds that arise from the
observational limits on f locNL. In section 3.5.4, we will address the special case
that only l . 30 modes are excited.
3.5.1 Bounds from backreaction considerations
The scalar power spectrum has been measured to deviate only slightly
from scale invariance. This implies that the modes comprising the observ-
able cosmic microwave background should not vary dramatically in amplitude
across the approximately 3-4 decades of modes we observe today. Therefore
the modes we observe today should either be excited modes or Bunch-Davies
modes. We will compute the bounds on excitation parameters implied by this.
In order for all of the modes comprising the CMB to have exited the
horizon during inflation, the highest-l mode must be at least n ≈ 3 − 4
[52, 53, 71] decades shorter wavelength than the horizon size at the begin-
ning of inflation. To obtain the most conservative bound from backreaction
considerations we will assume that modes with higher momentum than the ob-
servable CMB modes are not excited. The highest momentum excited mode
therefore satisfies
pUV ≥ 10nH. (3.61)
The energy density stored in the fluctuations after adiabatic subtraction
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is given by














We will consider different functional forms of scale dependence for the Bogoli-
ubov parameter βk = |β|fk shown in Table 3.1.
fk 〈ρR〉





















Table 3.1: The energy density for the different functional forms of βk = |β|fk
that are considered. The first form is that used in [13, 14, 40, 47]. As empha-
sized in [23], the oscillations resulting from instant transitions are very rapid
so the effective βk seen by experiments would appear nearly scale invariant.
Bounds on the gaussian form were considered in [16, 17, 42, 51].
The energy density stored in the fluctuations should remain sub-dominant
to the kinetic energy of the inflaton field, εM2PH
2, in order for εH = εφ to re-
main true. This backreaction bound may be written as
〈ρR〉 < εM2PH2 =
H4
8π2AS
|αk∗ + βk∗|2. (3.63)
It is convenient to introduce a parameter which is the coefficient ratio for the
leading energy density terms in Table 3.1,
cf =

1, fk = Θ (kUV − k)
2/3, fk = exp[−k/kUV]
2, fk = exp[−(k/kUV)2]
. (3.64)
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Recalling that |αk|2 = 1 + |βk|2, using (3.61) and (3.65) we obtain an
upper bound for |β| given by
|β| . 10−2nA−1/2S c
1/2
f . (3.66)
We provide the numerical evaluation of the |β| upper bound and the corre-
sponding bounds on |αk + βk| in Table 3.2.
fk |β| UB |αk∗ + βk∗| LB |αk∗ + βk∗| UB
Θ (kUV − k) 0.022 0.97 1.022
exp[−k/kUV] 0.018 0.98 1.02
exp[−(k/kUV)2] 0.031 0.97 1.03
Table 3.2: Bounds on βk = |β|fk and |αk + βk| arising from backreaction
considerations. We have taken n = 3 and k∗ = 0.05 Mpc
−1 ∼ 0.5kUV for the
numerical estimates. To obtain the lower bound we have allowed βk to be
negative.
3.5.2 Bounds from the measurement of ns
As reported in Table 2.1, the scalar spectral index ns has been mea-
sured to a high precision. We will calculate the bound placed on |β| from the
measurement of ns using (3.58). For the scale invariant case there is no bound
since the contribution to ns vanishes. For the exponential and the gaussian
cases of fk we find non-vanishing contributions.
To obtain an upper bound on |β|, assume that ns,BD ≈ 1. This is
equivalent to saying that the deviation from scale invariance arises due to the
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excited state parameters. We present upper bound for |β| in Table 3.3. These
bounds are subdominant to the backreaction bounds previously obtained.
fk |β| UB |αk + βk| LB |αk + βk| UB
exp[−k/kUV] 0.06 0.96 1.04
exp[−(k/kUV)2] 0.05 0.96 1.04
Table 3.3: The numerical bounds on |β| and |αk + βk| for different functional
forms of βk = |β|fk. We have taken k ∼ 0.5kUV for numerical estimates.
3.5.3 Bounds from observational limits on f locNL
From our discussion of excitation bounds arising from backreaction
considerations and the measurement of ns we know that |β|  1. We have










Re [βkS ] . (3.67)
The most aggressive bound which may be formed is given by (kS/kL) ≈













However, since we already have concluded that |β| should be less than unity
due to previous considerations this upper bound is too weak to be of practical
use.
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3.5.4 Special case: only l . 30 modes excited
For the lowest l cosmic variance limited modes (l . 30), one may not
use scale invariance to bound the excitation amplitude. Instead, we compare
the theoretical prediction with the observational error bar width [1] to obtain




Thus far we have taken for granted that it is possible for excited ini-
tial states to exist and have discussed the observational implications of their
existence. In this chapter we present a concrete construction of a physical
mechanism capable of generating excited initial states.1
The basic approach taken here is to change the equation of state pa-
rameter, w, in such a way as to excite the field. Since a change in the equation
of state parameter corresponds to a change in the slow roll parameter ε, there
is an additional friction term in the equation of motion for scalar perturbations
which is not present for tensor perturbations as we have discussed in section
2.4.
We will explicitly study how the equation of state parameter evolves as
a function of time. In section 4.1 we will study case of an instant transition
in time. This is an idealized case, but it is useful since the spectrum of exci-
tations may be computed analytically. In section 4.2 we will model the time
dependence of the equation of state parameter transition with a hyperbolic
tangent. By relating the spectrum of excitations found in these sections to the
1The results in this chapter are based on [15].
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bounds on excitation amplitude obtained previously, we be able to bound the
parameters of the transition.
4.1 Instant transitions
The idealized case of an instantaneous transition from one equation
of state parameter value to a different value is useful since it allows for an
analytical calculation of the excited spectrum. We will later discuss the case
of a gradual transition and how well the excited spectrum from a gradual
transition is modeled by the idealized case. Figure 4.1 illustrates the transition
for two different values of w0.

















Figure 4.1: Examples of instantaneous transitions.
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4.1.1 Matching conditions
The instant transitions that we are considering effectively have a dis-
continuity in the slow roll parameter ε. Therefore, one must be careful when
determining which quantities related to R are continuous since the evolution
of R depends explicitly on ε̇ according to (2.50). It was emphasized in [23, 31]







where we have used the notation that [· · · ]± denotes the change in a quantity
across the transition. The origin of these conditions may be easily seen from








The fluctuation mode function itself, Rk, is continuous. If we note that ε =
d(1/H)/dt, we may time integrate both sides of the equation close to the





















We have introduced the notation (∆t)t = (t− ttrans) to denote that time dif-
ference between the cosmic time and the time of transition.
Microscopically, the inflaton field will take on a uniform value2 at the
2Note that δφ = 0 in the comoving gauge [64].
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transition time (∆t)t = 0. This implies in the language of [23, 31] that the
transition is characterized by a spacetime hypersurface of constant field value,
which directly yields (4.1). This is in contrast to the examples studied in
[31] in which the transition was characterized by a surface of constant energy
density and hence the uniform density gauge is more appropriate since δρ = 0
in that gauge. The continuity conditions (4.1) have been verified numerically
by time evolving (2.50).
4.1.2 Observables: allowed parameter space
Based on the matching conditions previously discussed, we would like
to solve the following system of equations:
(∆t)t = 0 : α0,kR0,k + β0,kR∗0,k = αf,kRSR,k + βf,kR∗SR,k,










The explicit forms of the functions R0,k and RSR,k are given in (4.8). The
coefficients {α0,k, β0,k} account for the fact that the spectrum may be excited
prior to the transition to slow-roll inflation. The case of the lowest energy
density vacuum state transitioning to inflation is given by the choice α0,k = 1
and β0,k = 0.
In order to solve (4.4), we must find a solution to scalar fluctuation
mode equation which is properly normalized. The normalization condition is
given by the canonical commutation relation, which may be rewritten as a








The background geometry evolution is given by
ε =
{
εSR (∆t)t < 0
ε0 (∆t)t > 0
, H(t) = Ht [1 + ε Ht(∆t)t]







We have defined Ht and at as the Hubble parameter and scale factor at the
time of transition, (∆t)t = 0. It is convenient to introduce the variables





















The properly normalized solution to the scalar equation of motion (2.50) for
a constant equation of state is given as3


























Employing the matching conditions (4.4) we are able to write the Bo-
goliubov parameters for an arbitrary choice of w0 and initial excitation param-





√∣∣∣∣εSR − 1ε0 − 1
∣∣∣∣ αnumαdenom , βf,k = αf,k with H1f(νSR) ↔ H2f(νSR), (4.9)


































































] ) . (4.11)
Here we have defined x0 = |ε0 − 1|−1(k/atHt), xSR = |εSR − 1|−1(k/atHt) and
sτ0 = sign(τ̃0).
A special case of interest is a transition for which α0 = 1 and β0 = 0,
corresponding to a transition from the state of lowest energy density prior
to the transition. We will concentrate on this case for the remainder of the
paper until section 4.3. The Bogoliubov parameters are oscillatory in nature,
but in practice the oscillations can not be resolved experimentally and it is
appropriate to approximate βf,k ≈ βf .
To clarify what we mean when we state that the oscillations cannot be
resolved experimentally, we compare the scale of oscillations to the binning
scale used by the Planck experiment [3]. The baseline Plik likelihood bin sizes
are ∆l = 1 for l < 30, ∆l = 5 for 30 ≤ l ≤ 99, ∆l = 9 for 100 ≤ l ≤ 1503,
∆l = 17 for 1504 ≤ l ≤ 2013 and ∆l = 33 for 2014 ≤ l ≤ 2508. The
oscillations in αf,k and βf,k are controlled by kτ0,t, which results in several
oscillations in a ∆l = 1 window.
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Having computed the excitation spectrum that results from an instant
transition, we can translate the bounds obtained in section 3.5 into bounds on
w0.
From our strongest bounds on |βf | summarized in Table 3.2 and section
3.5.4, we may tabulate the largest allowed w0 for a given εSR. Consider the
effect of β0 = |β0| exp(iθ0). We see from Figure 4.2 that |αf + βf | is maximal
for {|β0|, θ0} = {large, 0} and minimal for {|β0|, θ0} = {large, π}. Since we
have identified both an upper and lower bound on |αf + βf |, we will take the
intermediate case of α0 = 1 and β0 = 0. In Table 4.1 we present the bounds
on the fractional change of w and ε.





l . 30 0.71 . |αf,k + βf,k| . 1.41 . 0.07 . 94
l > 30 and lower 0.97 < |αf,k + βf,k| < 1.022 . 0.003 . 4.3
Table 4.1: The maximal allowed ε0 for a given εSR < ε0. We have reported
the bounds for εSR = 10
−3, though we have confirmed that the bound on
the fractional change of ε is not numerically sensitive to this input. We have
chosen α0 = 1 and β0 = 0.
If the transition to inflation is well approximated as an instantaneous
transition with an initial w0 larger than is stated in Table 4.1, the modes which
are excited cannot comprise our observable CMB. Note that modes which are
super-Planckian at the time of transition should be described by the Bunch-
Davies vacuum when their momenta redshift to become sub-Planckian in order
for the stress-energy tensor to be renormalizable [23].
We note for completeness that the bounds on the fractional change in
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Figure 4.2: Amplitude of excitations |αf,k + βf,k| after transition for initially
excited state with β0,k 6= 0. We have taken the form of the excitation prior to
the transition to be β0,k = |β0,k| exp (iθ0,k) for arbitrary θ0,k in the right plot
and θ0,k = 0 in the left plot. These plots indicate that a larger |β0,k| typically
leads to a larger deviation of |αf,k + βf,k| from unity. This justifies our choice
of β0,k = 0 to derive our bounds presented in Table 4.1.
ε are more restrictive if we consider a transition in which ε increases. The
bounds are explicitly given in Table 4.2. In Figure 4.5 we demonstrate how
the morphology of the spectrum changes depending on whether the step in ε
is to a smaller or larger ε.
4.1.3 Comparison with Previous Work
There have been many previous studies analyzing equation of state
transitions [7, 13, 21, 23, 27, 25, 28, 30]. Some recent examples with which
we could easily compare our matching criteria are [21, 25, 27, 28, 30]. The
matching conditions used in those studies do not agree with the matching con-
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l . 30 0.71 . |αf,k + βf,k| . 1.41 . 0.03 . 43
l > 30 and lower 0.97 < |αf,k + βf,k| < 1.022 . 0.003 . 3.3
Table 4.2: The maximal allowed ε0 for a given εSR > ε0. We have reported
the bounds for εSR = 10
−3, though we have confirmed that the bound on
the fractional change of ε is not numerically sensitive to this input. We have
chosen α0 = 1 and β0 = 0.
ditions presented in equation (4.1). We also note that studies which numer-
ically evolve the Muhkanov-Sasaki equation without making approximations
for {ż, z̈} should yield the correct result if a proper step size is chosen so that
the transition is sampled.
One of our conclusions is that only transitions from one inflationary
phase to another are allowed to be imprinted on the observable CMB. A special
case which has been studied previously is steps in the inflationary potential
which are modeled by a hyperbolic tangent of the field value [7]. We find
that even for the most violent case of an instant transition with a step size
|∆V |/V0 = ε0/3, the fractional change in ε almost satisfies our least restrictive
bound presented in Table 4.2. To see this explicitly, note that the initial kinetic
energy is given by K0 = |∆V | and therefore Kf = 2K0 by energy conservation.















Our parameterization of the gradual transition is of the form
w(t) = w0 +
1
2




Figure 4.3 illustrates the transition for two different values of w0 and σ.

















Figure 4.3: The equation of state parameter evolution as a function of the
cosmic time in units of the Planck time. The equation of state is given by
(4.13).
We have denoted the difference between the cosmic time and the time
of transition by (∆t)t = (t − ttrans). The corresponding ε(t) and H(t) from




(1 + w) =
1
2











(εSR − ε0) log [cosh [σ(∆t)t]]
. (4.15)
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, (∆t)t ≈ 0[
1 + 1
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(εSR − ε0) log(2)
]1/ε0
, (∆t)t  1
.
(4.16)
The full scale factor evolution must be solved numerically.
4.2.2 Observables: allowed parameter space
The gradual transition has three cases for modes depending on whether
a mode experiences the transition as sudden, adiabatic or an intermediate case
between the two. For an example of these three regimes, see Figure 4.4. We
have explicitly compared the spectrum morphology for a case of transitioning
to a lower ε to the case of transitioning to a higher ε in Figure 4.5.
Comparing the ε̇ friction term and the frequency term in the equation
of motion (2.50) provides an intuition for the three cases. This is most easily
done by rescaling the curvature perturbation in order to eliminate the friction
term altogether. The appropriate rescaling is given by
Rk = (a3 ε)−1/2 R̄k. (4.17)
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Sudden Transition Intermediate Adiabatic
Figure 4.4: A comparison of the spectrum enhancement obtained from the
numerical solution (solid blue line) and the analytical formula (dashed red
line) obtained from equation (4.9). The parameter Ncross = log (k/atHt) is
the number of efolds from the time of the transition until the mode exits
the horizon. For the sake of clarity, we end the analytically obtained line at 4
efolds. The numerical solution stops at slightly over 7.5 efolds. The separators
between the three regimes of modes are approximately placed.
The resulting rescaled equation of motion is given by





























Modes for which the term proportional to k dominates the effective frequency
ω̄k tend to be adiabatic since they satisfy | ˙̄ωk/ω̄2k|  1 during the transition.
Likewise, modes which satisfy | ˙̄ωk/ω̄2k|  1 during the transition tend to ex-
perience a sudden transition. We summarize these behaviors in Table 4.3.
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Sudden Transition Intermediate Adiabatic




























Sudden Transition Intermediate Adiabatic
Figure 4.5: Spectrum morphology comparison for a transition to a higher ε
versus a transition to a lower ε. Note that a transition with ε0 > εSR tends
to reach its first peak for higher momenta than the case of ε0 < εSR. The
separators between the three regimes of modes are approximately placed.
Condition Cases
| ˙̄ωk/ω̄2k|  1 Sudden Transition
Intermediate Modes
| ˙̄ωk/ω̄2k|  1 Adiabatic
Table 4.3: Three cases for a given momentum mode depending on how deep
inside of the horizon it is during the transition.
From Figure 4.4 there are clearly two distinct cases in which we may
observe excited modes:
1. We observe sudden/intermediate modes with an amplitude close to the max-
imum amplitude, in which case the fractional change in ε is strongly bounded
(see Table 4.1).
2. We observe only intermediate modes at the low amplitude tail of the spec-
trum, in which case the fractional change in ε may have been large but the
modes with a large amplitude are hidden outside of our horizon.
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The second case may allow for large fractional change in ε compared to
the bounds presented in Table 4.1, but it requires fine tuning to ensure that
the large amplitude modes are not observed. The fine tuning becomes more
concerning as the fractional change in ε increases, because difference in ampli-
tude between the hidden modes and the visible modes increases dramatically.
Moreover, it is not clear we would be able to infer ε0 from the observation of
the low amplitude tail modes.
4.3 Implications for (20 . l . 30) power suppression
Observationally there is a suppression of power for multipoles of 20 .
l . 30 [3]. A brief discussion of the history associated with discovering and
modeling this anomaly is contained in [27]. The observed power suppression






To suppress the scalar power spectrum on large scales, one would need the
scale dependence of |αk + βk| to suppress power for the relevant multipoles.
Based on our discussion in the previous section, there are two possibil-
ities:
1. Sudden transition modes comprise the entire CMB, in which case the
bounds from Table 4.1 hold.
2. Only the lowest l modes are excited.
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This is an insufficient amount of suppression.
For the second case we note that the envelope of the excited spectrum
typically monotonically decays from a large excitation amplitude to a smaller
excitation amplitude as is depicted in Figure 4.4. Since the modes between
l ≈ 10 and l ≈ 20 do not show a power suppression to the same extent that
the 20 . l . 30 modes do, we do not think that the transitions which we have
studied are good candidates for explaining the power suppression anomaly.
It may be possible to finely tune the pre-transition excitation parameter β0,k
(see Figure 4.2) to obtain the desired spectrum, but it is not obvious what




Inflationary cosmology provides a framework for connecting the cosmo-
logical parameters to an underlying microscopic theory. We have reviewed the
motivations and formulation of inflationary theory. Cosmological perturba-
tion theory was introduced and used to connect the cosmological parameters
to the dynamics of the inflaton field. The physics of inflationary initial states
which are excited has been discussed and the observational consequences were
presented. We derived bounds on the excitation amplitude of initial states
from observational consistency arguments. Furthermore, we have studied how
transitions generate excited initial states and mapped the excitation bounds
onto bounds for the parameters of the transition.
We have revisited the physics of early universe transitions to slow-roll
inflation. The proper matching conditions must be used when determining
the spectrum of excited fluctuations across an equation of state transition.









. There are three regimes present in a gradual transition:
modes which experience a sudden transition, adiabatic modes and modes which
interpolate between those two regimes which we call intermediate modes.
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If the modes comprising the visible CMB contain imprints of the tran-
sition, we have shown that the pre-transition universe must likewise be an
inflationary period. The only exception is if the very low l modes are com-
prised of intermediate modes generated by a transition from a large w0. We
have also argued that is it very unlikely that equation of state transitions
can explain the low multipole power suppression observed in the CMB since it
requires a very localized excitation in momentum space prior to the transition.
Our results state that the physics which preceded inflation is not likely
to be imprinted on the observable CMB. This is a discouraging result from the
perspective of using CMB observations to gain insight into the earliest stages
of our universe. However, it is encouraging since it allows us to interpret
cosmological observations in the context of inflationary cosmology without
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